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What Does Inference Iggy Do?

Inference Iggy helps with content domain 2d:

Make inferences from the text/explain and justify inferences with 
evidence from the text.

This means that he is there to help you to pick up ideas from the text that 
are not always written in the text itself.

He helps you to do this by getting you to read the text as if you are a 
detective. You’re not looking for what is there – you’re looking for what 

is meant by it. 
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When Have We Seen 

You will see lots of questions from Inference Iggy when someone is trying 
to check your understanding of a text. Here are some examples:

Click on the image of each 
question to find out more.



 

What Might Inference Iggy Ask?
Bac
k

Inference Iggy might ask questions like these:

• What makes you think…? Give evidence to support your answer.

• What impression are we given about…? Why?

• Why did the character behave like this?

• How does this character feel about the situation? How do you know?

• Why is… important? Explain your answer.

• Which character would you most like to meet? Explain why.



 

Summing Up Inference Iggy 

Prove your understanding of what Inference Iggy does by 
answering the following questions:

• What does Inference Iggy help you to do?

• What sort of question might Inference Iggy ask?

• How can you make sure you get full marks on  
Inference Iggy questions?
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What Does Predicting Pip Do?
Rex Retriever helps with the following Australian Curriculum content descriptors

ACELA1505 - Understand that the starting point of a sentence gives prominence to the 
message in the text and allows for prediction of how the text will unfold. (Year 5)
ACELA1797- Investigate how the organisation of texts into chapters, headings, subheadings, 
home pages and sub pages for online texts and according to chronology or topic can be used 
to predict content and assist navigation. (Year 5)
ACELY1702 - Navigate and read texts for specific purposes applying appropriate text 
processing strategies, for example predicting and confirming, monitoring meaning, skimming 
and scanning. (Year 5)
ACELY1713 - Use comprehension strategies to interpret and analyse information and ideas, 
comparing content from a variety of textual sources including media and digital texts. (Year 6)

This means that she is there to help you to try to make a logical and 
reasonable guess about what could happen next.

She helps you to do this by getting you to look at what has already happened, 
what the characters may have hinted is coming up or what has been implied 
by the author’s use of language. If someone brought a cake lit with candles 

into a birthday party, what would logically happen next?
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When Have We Seen 

The kind of questions that Predicting Pip helps with appear every so often 
in NAPLAN tests. Here are some examples:

Click on the image 
of each question to 

find out more.



 

The ‘Give Your Opinion’ Question
Bac
k

This type of question will give you multiple 
options to decide between but there is not 
one correct answer.

You need to make your selection and fully 
explain why you chose it, using evidence 
from the text to support your answer.

This is a 3 mark question. This means that 
the marker is looking for at least two 
points which support your choice, at least 
one of which is supported by evidence 
from the text.



 

The ‘Logical Next Step’ Question
Bac
k

This question wants you to look closely at what has already happened in 
a particular part of the text and use that to help you to predict what might 

happen next.

Your answer to this type of question must contain a causal conjunction, 
e.g. ‘I think that they will… because it says…’



 

What Might Predicting Pip Ask?
Bac
k

Predicting Pip might ask questions like these:

• Based on what you’ve read, what do you think might happen next?

• Do you think that this character will change their behaviour in future? 
Why?

• How would someone you know react if they were in this situation?

• What do you think is likely to happen when…?

• What clues does the front cover give us about the contents of this book?

• How do you think this story might end?



 

Let’s Explore Predicting Pip Questions Together

Read the extract from Raider’s Peril and answer the questions as a class. 

Read the rest of the Raider’s Peril story here.

Click on the image to read the text.

https://www.twinkl.com.au/resource/t2-e-4294-raiders-peril-ebook


 

Let’s Explore Predicting Pip Questions Together

Read the extract from Raider’s Peril and answer the questions as a class. 

What do you think Catanna will do with the ground topaz?  
Why do you think this?

Based on this section of the opening chapter, what do you think this book 
will be about?

Which of these do you think is most likely to happen next? Tick one. 
Catanna continues to grind precious stones. 

The Brittlestar guild quickly becomes unstoppable. 
The crushed topaz turns into another rare substance. 

Catanna creates something from the ground substance.

Do you think that Catanna will try to find fire opals?
yes        no  

 
Explain your choice using evidence from the text
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Summing Up Predicting Pip 
Prove your understanding of what Predicting Pip does by 

answering the following questions:

• What does Predicting Pip help you to do?

• What sort of question might Predicting Pip ask?

• How can you make sure you get full marks on  
Predicting Pip questions?



Improving Your Reading with Predicting Pip: 
The Treasure Map

visit twinkl.com

“You found it in a sandpit, Chloe!” stated Kyle, raising one eyebrow at his 

friend. “What kind of pirate hides their treasure map in a sandpit?”

Chloe wasn’t listening. She was stroking the tatty, crinkled piece of paper 

like it was a piece of fine silk. “I think this is... yes, if that’s… then…” she 

murmured, tracing the worn lines with her finger. “Yes! I’ve got it! C’mon 

Kyle,” she announced, grabbing his arm. “We’ve got treasure to find!”

Kyle was about to argue but Chloe looked so excited. What harm would come from following 

the map? Even if it ended up leading to nothing, at least they would enjoy themselves. However, 

after several hours of traipsing around in the mid-July heat, Kyle was beginning to regret his 

decision. They had spent ages looking for a hill before Chloe had realised that it was just a 

smudge on the paper. The ‘river’ had turned out to be a crinkle and, now, Chloe had the map 

upside down.

“This is ridiculous!” said Kyle, clearly frustrated. “I’m going home.” 

“Kyle, please,” whined Chloe, “we’re not far now and I know I’ve read 

the map properly this time. It’s just over…” Chloe was stopped by the 

most peculiar thing: the old map had started to glow.

��� What is Chloe most likely to say in response to the glowing map? Tick one. 

 

    “Let’s go home.”

   “You’re right, Kyle. This will never lead anywhere.”

   “We’ve got to carry on following it now!”

   “I was right! We’re never going to find any treasure.”

��� Where do you think the map will lead? Explain your answer.

 

  

#4:8���B9��
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visit twinkl.com

The Treasure Map

4. What do you think that Chloe will do next? Explain your answer. 

 

 

3. Do you think that Kyle will continue to follow Chloe?  

 

Explain your answer fully.

 

 

 

 

yes no
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Answers
The Treasure Map

visit twinkl.com

��� What is Chloe most likely to say in response to the glowing map? Tick one. 

 

    “Let’s go home.”

   “You’re right, Kyle. This will never lead anywhere.”

   “We’ve got to carry on following it now!”
   “I was right! We’re never going to find any treasure.”

��� Where do you think the map will lead? Explain your answer. 

Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that the map will lead to really special 
treasure because it has started glowing and normal maps don’t do that.

3. Do you think that Kyle will continue to follow Chloe? 

Accept either yes or no provided that a full explanation is also given, such as: I think 
that Kyle will follow Chloe because the map has started to glow which is really 
8K6<G<A:�4A7�;8�JBH?7AnG�?84I8�J<G;BHG�ŜA7<A:�BHG�J;L�<G�<F�:?BJ<A:�

4. What do you think that Chloe will do next? Explain your answer. 

Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that Chloe will get really excited and tell Kyle 
that she was right because he didn’t believe her that it was a real treasure map.
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Sophie 
Mummy 

Tiger  
Dad

Sophie’s house The kitchen in 
Sophie’s house

The Tiger was 
hungry and 

needed feeding! 

The tiger eats all 
the food and 

there is nothing 
left for tea!

Dad, he decides 
to take them all 

out for tea!

The cafe Surprised 
Scared  
Hungry 
Worried 
Relieved

Who? 

Where last? What goes 
wrong? 

 

Where next? 

 

Who? 

Feelings Who helps? Why?Where? 

 

Feelings Who helps? Why?Where? 

 

Where last? What goes 
wrong? 

 

Where next? 

 

WRITING RESOURCE 1 - Story plan of Farmer Duck 



Who? Who helps? Where? 

 

Where last? Where next? 

 

Feelings Why? What goes 
wrong? 

 

WRITING RESOURCE 2 - Story plan.



With the glowing sun setting over 
the hills, . . . settled down 

to sleep after their  
big adventure.

The . . . ran away as fast as his 
legs would carry him and 

was never seen again.

and that was the 
end of the …

and they all lived 
happily ever after.

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com
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Tired, she closed her  
eyes and slowly drifted  

off to sleep.

As far as I know, they 
are still there to this 

very day.

and that was the  
end of that!

It was all just a dream,  
or was it?

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com



and they never did  
that again.

What a day  
that was!

. . . well, wouldn’t you?

. . . before it disappeared 
completely.

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com

twinkl.com



As the sun rose in a bright 
blue sky, … knew that it 

was going to be a good day.
twinkl.com






Story 
Title 

Where next? 

  

Where? 

  

Who? 
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Where last? 

 

Who helps? 

 

What goes wrong? 

  

Feelings 

 

Why?
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Find 5 things in the house that show capacity in ml or L
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Read the scales using ml or L 




                           _____________ l                                                            ____________ l   
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Draw the lines on the scales to show the capacity. 






Reading Scales

Carl Aneesa Amelia

1. Carl, Aneesa and Amelia are racing at the fair. How fast is each of  
them driving?

Carl Aneesa Amelia

2. Carl is driving faster than Aneesa. Amelia is driving more slowly  
than Aneesa. Can you match them to their speedometers?

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h
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Reading Scales
3. Carl, Aneesa and Amelia stop for a drink. This is how much they each 
;4I8�?89G�<A�G;8<E�5BŠ?8F��#HG�ǜ�Ǟ�BE�ǝ�58GJ88A�G;8�5BŠ?8F�4A7�JE<G8�HA78E�
846;�5BŠ?8�;BJ�@H6;�<G�6BAG4<AF�

4. �4E?
��A88F4�4A7��@8?<4�846;�;4I8�FB@8�5BŠ?8F�J<G;�7<ś8E8AG�ŝ4IBHEF�

';8L�846;�@<K�GB:8G;8E���7<ś8E8AG�ŝ4IBHEF�GB�@4>8�G;8<E�BJA�9EH<G�7E<A>� 
Carl isn’t keen on fruit so he makes the smallest possible drink. 
Aneesa loves fruit so she makes the largest possible drink. 
Amelia makes a drink that is exactly 70ml. 
Which fruits did they choose? 

Carl   

Aneesa   

Amelia   

cherry strawberry banana blueberry apple lemon orange

Carl Aneesa Amelia

#4:8���B9��



Reading Scales

�<A7�4�7<ś8E8AG�J4L�GB�@4>8��@8?<4nF�7E<A>� 

  

 

Aneesa

Carl

Amelia
���

���

���5. There is a minimum height of 120cm for the 
m H@@L��Š46>n�E<78��*;B�<F�G4??�8ABH:;�GB�:B�
on the ride? 

  

How much taller does Amelia need to be to go 

on the ride? 

 

6. ';8�6;<?7E8A�C?468�4�G;8E@B@8G8E�<A���7<ś8E8AG�EBB@F�<A�G;8�;BHF8��*E<G8�
the temperatures in the rooms.
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Reading Scales

7. They decide to do some baking. What questions could you ask your friend 
about what you see on the scales?

Carl Aneesa Amelia
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Reading Scales 
Answers

Carl Aneesa Amelia

1. Carl, Aneesa and Amelia are racing at the fair. How fast is each of  
them driving?

Carl Aneesa Amelia

�� �� ��

2. Carl is driving faster than Aneesa. Amelia is driving more slowly  
than Aneesa. Can you match them to their speedometers?

Aneesa AmeliaCarl

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h

0 
km/h
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Reading Scales Answers
3. Carl, Aneesa and Amelia stop for a drink. This is how much they each 
;4I8�?89G�<A�G;8<E�5BŠ?8F��#HG�ǜ�Ǟ�BE�ǝ�58GJ88A�G;8�5BŠ?8F�4A7�JE<G8�HA78E�
846;�5BŠ?8�;BJ�@H6;�<G�6BAG4<AF�

���� ��

><

4. �4E?
��A88F4�4A7��@8?<4�846;�;4I8�FB@8�5BŠ?8F�J<G;�7<ś8E8AG�ŝ4IBHEF�

';8L�846;�@<K�GB:8G;8E���7<ś8E8AG�ŝ4IBHEF�GB�@4>8�G;8<E�BJA�9EH<G�7E<A>� 
Carl isn’t keen on fruit so he makes the smallest possible drink. 
Aneesa loves fruit so she makes the largest possible drink. 
Amelia makes a drink that is exactly 70ml. 
Which fruits did they choose? 

�4E?�cherry, blueberry and orange 

�A88F4�strawberry, apple and lemon 

�@8?<4�lemon, cherry and orange OR lemon, cherry and blueberry

cherry strawberry banana blueberry apple lemon orange

Carl Aneesa Amelia
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Reading Scales Answers

Aneesa

Carl

Amelia
���

���

���5. There is a minimum height of 120cm for the 
m H@@L��Š46>n�E<78��*;B�<F�G4??�8ABH:;�GB�:B�
on the ride? 

Carl and Aneesa 

How much taller does Amelia need to be to go 

on the ride? 

Amelia needs to be 8cm taller.

6. ';8�6;<?7E8A�C?468�4�G;8E@B@8G8E�<A���7<ś8E8AG�EBB@F�<A�G;8�;BHF8��*E<G8�
the temperatures in the rooms.

��Ŭ6��Ŭ6

��Ŭ6
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Reading Scales Answers

7. They decide to do some baking. What questions could you ask your friend 
about what you see on the scales?

Carl Aneesa Amelia
Child’s own responses.

#4:8���B9��



Order the units of measurement from the smallest to the 
largest. 

MATHS RESOURCE 4 

Time 
month minute day year week hour second

Capacity
L ml

Length or Height 
m.  

(metre)
Mm 

(millimetre)
Km 

(kilometre)

Mass 
Kg g
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Art - Year 2 WB 13th July
LI: To create a piece of art that represents me. 













For Art this week, your task is to create a picture which represents you. This could be used as an introduction to your new teacher in September, to tell them everything 
that is important to you. Your artwork should include drawings of things that are important to you, for example: your hobbies, interests, favourite colours and things 
that you like or enjoy doing.  

Step 1:  
Think about how you would answer each of the statements in each section on the template and how you will represent these in picture form.  

Step 2:  
Use the plan to help you complete the template provided. Begin to sketch the outlines of 
each of the different elements you want to include in your design.  

Step 3:  
Use coloured pencils or pens to add colour to your designs.  

Step 4 (Optional):  
Use a black pen to outline the shapes and patterns you have used in your design.  

Resources you will need to create your picture: 
- Paper  
- A pencil to draw the outline of your shapes & designs.  
- Coloured pencils/pens.  
- A black pen to outline shapes (optional) Example outcome 

Lily Stickers 
To earn a Lily sticker for your artwork you should:  
• Take a picture of your completed artwork and send it to 

HLTeam@oldfletton.peterborough.sch.uk by the end of the week.  
• Complete all of the different sections with a drawing which answers 

the statement. 

Challenge 

Can you have a go at using the template 
without the sections on, so that you can 
add even more of your own ideas for things 
that represent you? 

mailto:HLTeam@oldfletton.peterborough.sch.uk
mailto:HLTeam@oldfletton.peterborough.sch.uk
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Name: ___________________________


Plan:

My age

Favourite 
colour

Favourite 
subject

Favourite 
sport

Best 
food

Hobbies

I love to…

Self 
portrait
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Name: ___________________________
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Name: ___________________________


Plan:

Hobbies

Self 
portrait

My age

Favourite 
colour Favourite 

sport

Best 
food

I love to…
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Name: ___________________________   
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Name: ___________________________


Challenge 
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Name: ___________________________


Challenge 


